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Objective
“The purpose of the project was to research, discover and compile an inventory of
significant caches of existing records of Canadian Forest History. Although the
inventory will not be complete by the Project end date, a process will be started which
will identify suitable repositories.”
Scope
Deliverables produced during the contract include a national survey of repositories; an
inventory of repositories able and willing to accept donation of forest history collections;
a search for records in danger of loss or destruction; facilitation of those records into the
appropriate archive; and English and French versions of a project brochure.
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Executive Summary
The three parts that constitute the Canadian Forest History Preservation Project include:
An Inventory of supportive repositories, generated by a national survey.
A total of 573 repositories were invited to take the project survey. The number of respondents
was 208, or a rate of just over 36%. Of this group, 169 self-identified as holding relevant forest
history collections, were enthusiastic about donations of new material, and wished to be kept
informed of future progress. A complete listing of these repositories can be found in the attached
directory.
Facilitation of collections into archives.
A total of five collections were volunteered by community contacts as requiring archival
protection. To date, two donations have been completed, two are in process, while a fifth
collection sits in a holding pattern because of changes at Library and Archives Canada.
Communication and outreach.
The Forest History Society printed English and French versions of the project brochure (8,000
and 2,667 copies respectively). The FHS shared these with the provincial forest history societies
in British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and Québec. Brochures are now in circulation, and they
are slowly bringing additional collections to light, for facilitation into an appropriate archive.
Further, I made periodic communications of progress via articles in the provincial forest history
newsletters, the FHS blog and newsletters, as well as the NiCHE forest history blog.

Synopsis of recommendations
Some repositories, while supportive of the project goals, were unfamiliar with forest history as a
field. To obtain a better knowledge of current institutional holdings, The Forest History Society
should create a modest set of forest history categories, subject listings and search terms,
that can be shared with interested repositories.
Several universities explicitly indicated that there must be a lively research community to justify
new acquisitions. This should signal to forest historians, the need to promote their research
interests. Research interest and research material are locked in a symbiotic relationship of supply
and demand. Archives will not collect this topic, and raise its significance within collections,
until forest historians actively advocate for their discipline. The strongest form of advocacy is
to make use of these archival collections through research, for publication.
Feedback suggested that due to understaffing, and a strong reliance on grant money to process
collections, archives are financially stressed, made worse by federal budget cuts and the
elimination of the National Archival Development Program. To aid in the donation of forest
history collections to archives, it is recommended that the current project collaborators
attempt to secure grants/funds to help with processing, as necessary.
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Resources should be allocated to digitize already existing finding aids. On-site finding aids
are insufficient to signal the existence of a collection to the contemporary, internet reliant
researcher. If nothing indicates the potential presence of a subject type within an archive’s
holdings online, a researcher may not think to travel there in the first place.
Archival survey responses were far higher in regions in which a provincial forest history society
exists. Provincial societies should extend their collaborations with local archives. This
might take the form of volunteerism, collaborative research projects or jointly written funding
applications.
Funding for the current project should be extended, even in reduced form, to capitalize on
the infrastructure and supportive relationships created thus far. It would be a shame to see
the work done to date lapse into a neglected volunteer effort. All avenues should be explored to
procure funding, to extend a network of contacts further into the private/industrial sphere.
Summary of Context
The project aims to help Canadians tell their forest-related stories, and to assist future
storytellers in relating an accurate account of the present.
This study, in support of increased access to Canadian forest history primary sources, was
commissioned in a period of significant change. As such, the survey came at a perfect time to
capture a portrait of both the Canadian archival system, and Canadian society at large, in
transition.
In the census of 2011, about 15% of the population were senior citizens, and as a proportion this
rate is expected to rise considerably over the next decades. With an aging population, there are
more people who by necessity are retiring and losing the storage space represented by their
office, and their precious papers from work are not necessarily welcomed at home. Others are
downsizing their homes and moving into more modest accommodations. They simply don't have
the room anymore to curate their personal collections of forest history primary sources.
Occasionally family members of the deceased have no interest in collections of photos or
correspondence between people they never knew. Further, in an age of corporate consolidation,
outsourcing of functions to external organizations and bureaucratic reorganizations, people often
find themselves suddenly in possession of material amassed by somebody else. As such they
don't have any personal connection to a collection's contents, and they might not be sensitive to
its meaning or value. There are some instances of mill closures where historically-minded
people have raced against garbage trucks to save collections of photos. Rather than having these
items go to either the landfill or the recycle bin, there is a need to intervene and redirect items of
value into the archives.
At the other end of this equation, decentralization and modernization of archival infrastructure
would present profound challenges at any time. These obstacles are made more acute in an
unfavourable financial climate. As is borne out in the survey responses below, the loss of the
federally funded National Archival Development Program deprives smaller regional repositories
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of the opportunity to secure matching grants with which to address their ongoing staffing issues.
Policy changes and staff reductions at Library and Archives Canada itself (LAC), means that the
future status of LAC is entirely unclear. What is known presently, is that LAC is currently
declining new donations of non-government records, pending the future release of a new
collections policy. This increases the preservation burden on regional archival centres, at the
exact moment that a significant source of funding has been denied to them. Increased demand
for digital access to records, either paper originals or born digital, is a further stress.

Brochure and Communications
Over the summer and autumn of 2011, I facilitated a negotiation concerning the content and
editing of the project brochure. I also enlisted the assistance of two people in ensuring a flawless
French translation. They were Suzanne Girard, an archivist from the Sèminaire Saint-Joseph in
Québec City, and Jean-Claude Mercier, vice president of the Société d’histoire forèstiere du
Québec. The FHS arranged for a designer to transform our text into an attractive pamphlet (see
two copies attached).
In June and July 2012, I delivered two national eLectures, as part of the CIF summer series on
Forest History. The first was an overview of the project, including the types of material that
archives accept as donations. The second session was an introduction to archival research, and
how to write historical narrative, for foresters. I understand that approximately three or four
hundred people were on the line for each of these talks. I am in the process of posting the full
series lectures on the NiCHE webpage (they are already available to CIF members behind a
password).
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Facilitation of Archival Donations
Even though the project survey represents the overwhelming majority of work to date, five
donations have been facilitated by the project thus far. I anticipate that the brochures in
circulation will uncover more as time goes by.
Forest Inventory Maps
We facilitated the donation of two British Columbia forest inventory maps in May, 2012, owned
previously by Don McLaurin of Whistler, to the Chilliwack Museum and Archives. Mr.
McLaurin had saved the maps many years ago while working for the BC Forest Service. My
thanks to John Hammons, of the Whistler Forest History Project, who assisted with the donation.
The unique maps, created in 1941 by H.M. Pogue for the BC Department of Lands and Forests,
were quite detailed for their time, and were assembled using some of the first aerial photos
acquired by the BC Forest Service. They were part of a set of maps made for three adjacent areas
in the lower mainland: "Harrison Drainage," "North Shore" and "Fraser South", early in the
Second World War. The three sets of maps were described in the 1940 Forest Branch Report
(Harrison Drainage) and the 1942 Forest Branch Report (North Shore and Fraser South).
Shannon Bettles, Heritage Records Manager, Chilliwack Museum and Archives, tells us that the
map recently received from Don McLaurin will be of particular interest to their researchers
studying forestry practices in the Chilliwack River Valley. They complement their other forestry
maps, such as the 1940 ‘North Shore Forest Cover Series’ from the BC Forest Service.
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Richard M Herring fonds (1931 – 2012).
Mr. Herring died in April, and it was via an email on a local forestry list-serve from Marian
Hammond, Mr. Herring's former care-giver/personal assistant, that we were able to connect and
shepherd this material into UBC Special Collections. Sarah Romkey of UBC Special Collections
was very happy to take possession of this material. The collection of maps went to the UBC
Geographic Information Centre.
Reading off of Mr. Herring's resume, we learn that he was born in the US, and he completed a
Bachelor's degree in Forestry at the University of Michigan. Mr. Herring was variously a logger,
a river driver, and a canoeman in several locations in the US and Canada. He was also an axeman
on prospecting ventures in the Hudson's Bay watershed. After 1958, Mr. Herring worked for
Alaska Lumber and Pulp, Canadian Forest Products, and then in 1985 he began work as a
consultant out of Vancouver.
Mr. Herring's collection will be a wonderful source for future researchers. It includes a large
library of maps, correspondence, reports, and a fantastically broad range of visual records. These
are glass lantern slides, more conventional 35mm slides, negatives, and movies of various film
formats all of which depict forest activities such as logging operations, mills and hunting scenes.
Our thanks also to Stan Chester of the Forest History Association of B.C. for his assistance with
this donation.
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P.A. P. & P. Corp Employee Badge
I was approached by Mr. Dan Lang of California, who had been directed to me by a CFS
member who had heard one of my two summer eLectures, delivered by teleconference to the
Canadian Institute of Forestry. Mr. Lang had an interesting employee badge that he suspected
came from Canada. He wanted to know more about the badge, so that he might donate it to an
appropriate repository.
I narrowed the number of possible firms down to three, and with the assistance of M. Jean-Paul
Gilbert, of the Société d’histoire forestière du Québec, we determined that the badge came from
the Port Alfred Pulp and Paper Corporation, which operated between 1924 and 1929. We
determined that the best home for this object was the Borélis Centre d’histoire de l’industrie
papetière in Trois Rivières. The museum will be grateful to receive this object because they are
in the planning stages of a temporary exhibition that will focus on the Québec pulp and paper
industry. Facilitation of this donation is ongoing.
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Hubert Bunce fonds
Forest History Association of BC member Hubert Bunce approached me about assisting him to
donate some material to an archive. Hubert belonged to the Canadian Forest Inventory
Committee from its creation in 1975 to it's dissolution two years ago. He tells me that the group
met to determine the standardization of land and tree measurement in the Metric System.
Hubert has about four feet of files, reports, agendas, meeting minutes, with his own annotations.
This collection is a bit more difficult to facilitate than it should be, because Library and Archives
Canada is currently writing a new collections policy framework, which means that they have a
moratorium on accepting new material for the medium term. There is a great deal of uncertainty
regarding the future contours of Library and Archives Canada, and there is a firestorm of
controversy in the Canadian archival community about this. I have been asked by an archivist
with LAC if we can hold onto this material until they have a new collections policy. For the time
being, this material sits in limbo.
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Les Reed fonds
Les Reed was a consultant, and the Assistant Deputy Minister of the Canadian Forest Service
from 1980 to 1984. I am currently facilitating the donation of his papers into UBC Special
Collections. This negotiation is ongoing.
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The Archival Survey
Work on the survey involved:
• the creation of a national survey instrument in French and English, conducted online, soliciting
archivists for information regarding their collections, and their ability to accept new donations
(surveys may be found in the appendix)
• identification of survey recipients in all provinces/territories.
• implementation of the survey in all provinces and territories, except Nunavut
• repository updates of the FHS online archival guide database
• analysis of the results, as indicated in the pages below
The FHS provided for a professional grade “gold plan” account on Surveymonkey.com, which
automated data collection. Were I to undertake a similar project in the future, I would
recommend using a company with computer servers based in Canada. This is because we
encountered issues concerning different regulations (and interpretations of regulations)
concerning the collection of personal data that prevented some of our respondents from taking
the survey online.
I facilitated a protracted editorial negotiation of the survey draft itself, which included input from
NiCHE, the FHS, provincial forest history society executives, and archivists from three
provinces (Tom Anderson, Alberta; Sarah Romkey, B.C.; and Julia Hendry, Ontario). This was
a laborious, but crucial step, because once implemented in one province the survey could not be
changed for reasons of consistency. In this, and indeed almost all of the work, I am grateful for
the assistance of Cheryl Oakes of the Forest History Society.
I then created a draft translation, which saw corrections from Eric Alvarez of the Société
d’histoire forèstiere du Québec, as well as Suzanne Girard, archivist from the Sèminaire SaintJoseph in Québec City. Translation involved some effort, in that automated system error
messages also had to have both English and French equivalents. Cover letter, and survey
questionnaire, are attached in appendix. Book prizes for survey respondents were generously
donated by Graeme Wynn, the FHS, and the Société d’Histoire Forestière du Québec.
Several people agreed to act as regional representatives on an informal advisory committee.
These include Delphine Theberge (Québec), Mark Kuhlberg (Ontario), Peter Murphy (Alberta),
and Mike Meagher (B.C.). Gordon Weetman (forestry emeritus UBC) has assisted throughout.
I assembled a list of prospective survey recipients from archival association directories. Further,
some survey respondents suggested allied colleagues whom they felt would also benefit from
being included in the project.
Customized, individual survey invitations were sent out by email. I had hoped to make this
process more automated, but unfortunately systems to counter spam email rendered such an
approach ineffective.
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Survey Analysis

A total of 573 repositories were invited to take the project survey, as grouped by jurisdiction (ten
provinces and the combined category of “territories”). The number of respondents was 208, or a
rate of just over 36%. Of this group, 169 self-identified as holding relevant forest history
collections, were enthusiastic about the prospect of forest history donations, and wished to be
kept informed of future progress.
All subsequent information describes statistics for respondents only (ie, n = 208).
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Distribution of Institution Types

Survey participants were asked to self-identify from a list of nine options. These choices
included National/Provincial Archives, University Archives, College Archives, Public Library,
Local History Society or Reading Room, Museum, Corporate/Organizational Archives,
Governmental Archives, or Other.
Of the 208 respondents, 73 self-identified as Museums, 57 as Other, 26 as University
Archives, 16 as Local History Society or Reading Room, 12 as Corporate/Organizational
Archives, 12 as National Provincial Archives, 10 as Public Library, and 2 as Governmental
Archives. No institutions reported under the category of College Archives.
The category of “Other”, which accounts for 27% of all institution types, was
predominantly comprised of Municipal/Regional/City/Community Archives and multi-purpose
institutions (gallery/museum/archives/society/etc.). This last category also represents heritage
sites, cultural centres, galleries, and religious archives.
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Archivists

Of those who responded, institutions are staffed with between zero and forty archivists.
These figures have to be treated with some caution, since the role of “archivist” was interpreted
as being quite elastic. Some volunteers self-identified as archivists, even though they did not
have any formal archival training.
Institutions with one archivist on staff, was the most frequent response, a result reported by
eighty-seven institutions (42% of the respondents). This was closely followed by sixty-four
organizations, which answered that they have no archivists on staff. The remaining institutions
respectively reported the following number of archivists, with the frequency depicted in
brackets: two archivists (17), three archivists (10), four archivists (12), five archivists (6), six
archivists (2), seven archivists (3), eight archivists (2), fifteen archivists (1), nineteen archivists
(1), twenty-three archivists (1), twenty-five archivists (1), and forty archivists (1).
It should be noted that the high 31% response rate of zero archivists per institution, has a strong
correlation to the number of museum category respondents, which account for 73 of the 208
participants. While some museums have an archivist on staff, it is not common in small to midsize museums. Given the significant number of museums within the study, the high zeroresponse-rate, should, therefore, not be read as a staffing crisis. With this said, many institutions
do report under-staffing as a challenge.
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Climate control

When queried as to whether their collections were stored in climate controlled and
monitored conditions, a majority 118 repositories responded affirmatively, 36 said “no”,
49 reported some, and 5 did not answer. The extent to which these institutions control
and monitor their collections, however, is unknown.
The details given by respondents who reported that only a portion of their collection was
climate controlled and monitored, offer a picture of the broad range of measures which
institutions implement to this end. For instance, climate control may mean something as
simple as employing an air conditioning and/or heating system for one institution. In
other repositories, they may augment these devices with humidification and dehumidification devices. Depending on the institution, climate control may be designed to
regulate the general space of the building, or with more advanced systems, regulate
individual storage vaults to accommodate various types of material. In institutions that
only have the capacity to place some of their collection in climate control, they report
storing items most sensitive to temperature and humidity fluctuation, such as photographs
and audiovisual material in their limited controlled environments. Institutions also
reported a range of monitoring abilities. Some institutions do not monitor, while others
manually monitor climate and humidity information, some employ datalogs or
hygrothermographs, and others have automated regulation.
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Forest History Collections

When polled regarding whether or not they presently house forest history collections,
70%, or 146, of the respondents answered “yes”, 34 indicated “maybe”, 23 answered
“no,” and 5 failed to respond.
Institutions that answered “maybe,” can be understood to house such material. There
are several key reasons, however, which prevented their affirmative response on this point. These
factors include: an unclear understanding of what constitutes a forest history collection;
uncertainty whether particular holdings satisfied inclusion as “forest history holdings”; forest
history documents and artifacts which were categorized under different descriptors; uncertainty
as to whether or not the size of their holdings qualified it as a collection; and the inability to
identify whether or not they have forest history material, due to large holdings that are not
entirely documented or searchable.
A very small minority of respondents asked for help in identifying material of interest to forest
history researchers.
To obtain a better knowledge of current institutional holdings, it would be useful to
create a modest set of forest history categories, subject listings and search terms,
that can be shared with interested repositories.
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Mandate to collect Forest History collections?

When asked if the acquisition of forest history collections were part of their current
mandate, 41% of institutions agreed, 33% answered “maybe”, 24% responded negatively,
and 2% failed to respond.
The low affirmative response rate is deceptive when viewed in isolation from institutions that
answered “maybe”. Most “maybe” respondents indicated that their mandate permitted
acquisition of forest history material, however, only as it pertained to a broader mandate to
collect historical documents and artifacts from a specific region, or related to a particular topic.
Furthermore, by delineating the parameters of the material that they were willing to accept,
institutions articulated areas of interest. These include: forest industry material as it relates to its
equipment, harvesting/lumbering, processing/milling, manufacturing and exports, as well as to
the companies and individuals involved in these pursuits; environmental and conservation issues,
natural ecology, natural history, land-based culture, urban forests and parks, forestry and forest
stations, the forestry corps, teaching and research related, ship building, and First Nations
relationships with the forest. Most indicated a desire to not compete with other local repositories
for acquisitions similar in nature.
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Willing to expand forest history collections?

When asked if they were willing to expand their collection to include forest history material,
48% of respondents said “yes”, 38% answered “maybe”, 12% said “no”, and 2% did not
respond.
This question is closely linked to, and yielded similar results, to whether or not forest history was
currently considered to be part of the institution’s acquisition mandate. Indeed, the most frequent
explanation given, as to whether or not, an institution would expand its collection, was if it was
consistent with its current mandate. Several universities explicitly indicated that there must be a
research community to support such an acquisition. This should signal to forest historians, the
need to promote their research interests. Research interest and research material are locked in a
symbiotic relationship of supply and demand. Archives will not collect this topic, and raise its
significance within the collections, until forest historians actively advocate for their
discipline. The strongest form of advocacy is to make use of these archival collections through
research.
Another significant impediment to the acquisition of new material was inadequate space to house
collections. Because of this constraint, institutions reported the need to be discerning when
adding to their present holdings.
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Obstacles to Acquisition of new Forest History Collections

To identify obstacles that prevent institutions from acquiring new acquisitions, institutions were
asked to select all applicable problems from a list, and rank their significance from 1 to 4, with
one being the greatest obstacle. The categories for selection included: Space Limitations, Staff
Limitations, Lack of Funds, and Limited Topics of Interest. An empty field called “Other” was
also provided to capture a wider range of impediments that could be identified by respondents.
According to survey results, space, staff and funding limitations are major impediments to
acquisition. Of all 208 respondents, 186 (89%) considered lack of space to be a concern, 191
(92%) believed themselves to be understaffed, and 178 (86%) reported under-funding.
Repositories that indicated forest history to be a limited topic of interest, were also relatively
well represented. A total of 136 (65%) institutions indicated that this subject matter was not a
priority. However, on a scale from 1 to 4, this category was deemed to be of a far lower
significance. Only in the case of 24 institutions was subject matter considered to be a number
one ranking issue, and in 55 instances, it was only ranked as a level 4 issue. In comparison, 131
respondents ranked space limitations as a level 1 or 2 priority, 147 respondents ranked staff
limitations as a level 1 or 2 priority, and 116 respondents ranked lack of funds as a number 1 or 2
priority.
As such, scarcity of space, staff, and funding can clearly be seen to represent the dominant
concerns, regarding acquisition obstacles. Thirty-four respondents also identified the category of
“other” obstacles. Twenty of these respondents indicated the parameters of their mandate, several
indicated concerns related to quality of storage facilities and lack of capacity to absorb large
objects, while several others used the field to elaborate on the restrictions indicated in their
respective rankings.
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Adequate money and staff resources.

When asked whether or not they had adequate money and staff resources, a mere 29% of
institutions responded yes. Sixteen percent of respondents signaled that they did not, 2% did not
respond, while a majority 52%, said that they only sometimes possessed sufficient monetary and
staff resources. Respondents who indicated the answer “sometimes”, reported low staffing levels
as a major impediment to processing collections, and almost unanimously conflated the
categories of monetary and staff resources.
Many indicated a dependence on annual grants from different levels of government, or one-time
grants from donors to process incoming collections. These monies were primarily described as
funding temporary staff to help log and describe incoming collections. The types of workers
hired under these grants include: contract professionals, contract laymen, and summer students.
Many institutions also reported that they were dependent on unpaid labour, such as practicum
students and community volunteers. In some cases of smaller organizations, they indicated that
their institutions were entirely volunteer run and that their continued survival was contingent on
fundraising. Overall, feedback suggested that due to understaffing, and a strong reliance on
grant money to process collections, archives are in a financially stressed state, made worse
by federal budget cuts and the elimination of the National Archival Development Program.
To aid in the donation of forest history collections to archives, it is recommended that the
current project collaborators attempt to secure grants/funds to help with processing, as
necessary. Increasingly, donors are now being asked to provide, along with the collection,
money to pay for its description. This may result in valuable collections remaining hidden, while
collections from those with means, going to the front of the line for faster processing.
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Hidden Collections

The term “hidden collection” refers to material that is insufficiently described, with the
consequence that it is effectively hidden from researchers. Some archivists even consider
collections to be hidden, if it is under described, very poorly described, or if the finding aid is not
accessible on the Internet.
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Survey respondents indicated that 42% of institutions have no hidden collections of forest history
material. In some few cases, this means that they have absolutely no material on the subject.
More frequently, it indicates that the repository holds a forest history collection, which it
believes to be sufficiently described and searchable by an on-site researcher. Many other
institutions, however, believe any forest history material they hold to be hidden (31%), or maybe
hidden (25%).
Of all material deemed to be hidden, which ranges from 1% to 100% of all forest history
material, the mean result is 26.3% and the median answer is 10%. This suggests that while most
institutions consider their percentage of hidden collections to be small to modest, 26% of the
institutions that self-identified as holding hidden material, believe such holdings to account for,
or be in excess of, 50%.
Those answering “maybe”, give us insight into the ways this material remains invisible. For
instance, some institutions cannot definitively answer whether or not they have forest history
material because they have a backlog of uncatalogued collections, not all documents have been
described, documents are under-described, or a finding aid does not exist. This problem is
amplified by the conversion of onsite catalogues to searchable internet databases, the latter which
often only represents part of the collection. Archivists have suggested that this dilemma may be
overcome by on site searches, or contact with archive personnel who may have access to
different databases or personal knowledge of the collections. However, if nothing indicates the
potential presence of a subject type within an archive’s holdings online, a researcher may
not think to look there in the first place. Another impediment to the visibility of forest history
records is that institutions report such holdings, but do not house them as a collection per se, or
collate them under this topic heading. As such, it may be more difficult to find these documents,
and they may be scattered across a diverse set of collections.
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Will a repository accept new collections without sufficient funds for processing?

When asked if they would accept a collection for which they did not have the funds to process,
43 (21%) institutions said “yes”, 96 (46%) answered “maybe”, 42 (20%) responded “no’, and 27
(13%) did not respond.
Those who answered “maybe,” were asked to explain why. The answers recorded offer practical
insight into the rationale and challenges that institutions are faced with in this decision. The most
frequently reported determinant, was whether or not the collection met the institution’s
policy/mandate, and within that framework, the scope, size, and relative importance or value of
the collection to the archives and potential researchers. Its relation to other collections was also a
consideration. In order to act, the institution had to want the collection. If these conditions were
met, institutions then assessed whether or not they had the resources to house and care for the
collection. If they did, institutions were more likely to suggest that they would take the collection
and attempt to procure funds for processing later. Vehicles that they suggested to achieve this
end include: grant application, private funding, or volunteer labour. Repositories also indicated
that if it was not a condition of donation, that the collection be processed immediately, they
might hold it until such a time as funds were available, or create a skeletal accession for the gift.
Many institutions further reported that if the collection was at risk of being lost, damaged, or
destroyed, they would be more inclined to accept it. However, it was remarked that they do not
exist in a vacuum, and that collection acquisition would also consider if another repository might
be a more appropriate recipient.
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Adequacy of resources to process and describe collections

When respondents were asked to rate the adequacy of their institution’s resources to process and
describe collections, on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being entirely inadequate, 5 being entirely adequate),
85 organizations, or 47% of the 181 responding organizations answered with the neutral ranking
of 3. Seven institutions found their resources to be entirely inadequate, 33 reported their
resources to be somewhat inadequate, 37 answered that their situation was somewhat adequate,
19 said their resources were entirely adequate, and 27 repositories did not respond.
Forty-six institutions appended an explanation for their ranking. This additional information was
primarily employed to describe the obstacles that an institution faced in its ability to process a
collection. The most frequent challenge reported to this end, was under-staffing due to fiscal
constraints. Even institutions that believed that they were in a position to adequately process
collections, pointed to labour shortages within their organizations, and the associated problem of
archival backlog. To overcome backlog, or to process large collections, some institutions noted a
dependency on extra resources such as: grants, summer students, or volunteers. Lack of space,
appropriate software, and support staff/volunteer training were also cited.
Not all institutions, however, described deficiencies. A few reported good funding and others by
rank or comment suggested that their resources were quite adequate, or entirely inadequate due
to their status as a museum. How they identified, appears to be a matter of perspective, ranging
from inadequacy due to different collection mandate and processing procedures than archives, or
relative adequacy, because these differences rendered the question non-applicable for their
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institution type. Moreover, other comments seem to indicate that some institutions appear to
have read this question as judgment upon the quality as an archive, rather than as a question of
resource deficiencies that affect their ability to operate well. It seems this variance in perception,
may have indicated the direction in which an institution sought to rank itself.
Backlog

When asked to quantify archival backlog, respondents reported a wide range of scenarios. Of the
164 institutions that answered, all but 14 reported some length of backlog. Sixty-five institutions
answered that they held less than 2 years, or less than 20m of backlog; 20 indicated that they had
2-5 years of work, or 20-50m of backlog, 15 noted that they had 5-10 years, or 50-100m of work,
31 respondents identified that they had greater than 10 years of work, or 100 plus metres, and 19
were unable to assess or did not know the extent of their backlog. A few simply responded with
comments, such as “LOL!”
Generally, quantitative data that described backlog length, and/or length and size, provided a
better picture of the backlog than length alone. Data that only indicated length was difficult for
comparison purposes, as institution type and resources, meant different institutions were able to
clear different amounts of material in different amounts of time. Furthermore, given that both
museums and archives were polled, and that they respectively focus on object and document
based collections, one would expect an equal backlog in metres, would represent a longer
backlog for the typically more compact/space efficient document-based collections. Answers
submitted by length alone, may therefore represent longer or shorter times than the dual unit
length/time categories, that they are described within.
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When data is further analyzed to assess whether the reported backlog strongly correlated with
particular institution types, we find this to be a universal problem. With the exception of the
institutions that reported more than ten years, or more than 100m of backlog, which tended to
represent larger archives (5 national/provincial, 7 universities, 4 corporate, 11 municipal
archives, 1 local history society, 2 mixed, and 1 library), there was not a strong correlation
between institution type and backlog. With the exception of very small organizations who did
not have a high capacity for backlog, and a few institutions who had set in place acquisition
policies and cataloguing procedures to minimize this, backlog was found to be a ubiquitous
problem across institutions.
Written Policy for Level of Description for New Collections

Eighty institutions, or 38%, of those polled indicate use of a written policy for the level of
description to be applied to new collections. This number, however, suggests a lack of rigor,
which does not capture the true situation. For instance, if one examines the feedback of the 37
respondents who described their situation as “other”, it is clear that many of those institutions
have what might be called a tacit policy. That is, staff is trained to assess the complexity and
scope of a collection, and are expected to apply the appropriate level of description. In some
cases, the level of description will be impacted by time and monetary allowances. However, the
standardized RAD procedures (Rules for Archival Description) are still adhered to by many of
these institutions, rendering their descriptions indistinguishable from many of the respondents
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who reported “yes”. Notably, there are 108 institutions that report describing their collections at
the level of “fonds”, while 107 institutions report “yes” or “other” to having a written policy.
Another significant reason for the modest number of affirmative responses is that 73, of the 208
institutions polled, are museums. As museums typically describe the components of their
collections at an item level, this question is largely irrelevant to them. A number of institutions
report that they are currently developing or revising their policies, while 27 institutions gave no
response at all.
Level of Description

When asked to indicate the level of description applied to new collections, selecting all pertinent
categories from a list which included: fonds, series, box, folder, item, and other; institution’s
answers varied widely.
Many different permutations of description levels were selected, suggesting non-standard levels
of description on a national scale, but standardized categories of description. Of these levels, the
most frequently reported category was “fonds”, which 108 repositories reported using as a level
to describe their collections. As this is the top tier level of descriptions, it seemed logical that it
would be most often applied. “Series” and “folder”, which might be respectively described as 2nd
and 4th tier descriptions, were the next most commonly selected levels, each indicated 89 times.
“Box”, a 3rd tier description, was only reported 59 times. Its lower use may possibly be explained
in so far as RAD, the Canadian Standard for Archival description, includes the container at the
file or folder level description, thus eliminating “box” as a separate level of description. “Item”,
the most detailed level of description was reported to be in use by 73 repositories. This number is
actually higher, as several of the 50 institutions that reported “other”, used this category to
indicate that they describe only some types of material (photographs, maps, plans, publications)
at this level. It is also standard for museums to identify objects at an item level. Some institutions
further noted that they do not have a standard procedure for level of description, and that the
level applied varies according to the size, type, and value of the collection. A few repositories
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indicated that they employed their own style of description. Twenty-seven institutions did not
reply.
Are All Finding Aids Available Online?

According to our survey results, only 15% or 31 of all responding institutions have 100 % of
finding aids for their collections available online. Fifty-six percent, or 116 respondents, reported
that this did not describe their situation, 16% or 34 institutions replied “other”, and 13% of
institutions did not respond. Responses filed under “other” most frequently indicated that some
portion of an institution’s collection was represented online by a finding aid or database, that
they were in the process of making such material available, and/or the finding aid only offered a
description of the collection at the broadest level of “fonds”. Several institutions further reported
that these descriptions were housed on a third party, provincial or federal website. Venues cited
include: the Canadian Archival Information Network (CAIN), the Canadian Heritage
Information Network (CHIN), Artifacts Canada, ArchWay (Nova Scotia’s Archival Database),
Archeion (Ontario’s Archival Information Network), Le Réseau de diffusion des archives du
Québec (RDAQ), and Memory BC.
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Varieties of Finding Aids
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However, 83, or 40% of institutions, did report using the internet to facilitate access to some part
of their collections, that internet finding aids accounted for 19% of all finding aids when
assigned a percentage weighting within individual institutions, and that they accounted for 47%
of all finding aids of institutions that employed their use.
The majority of institutions still primarily rely on on-site finding aids for access to their
collections. One hundred and fifty-five institutions, or 75%, report that they hold some kind of
on-site finding aids. However, when assigned a percentage weighting within individual
institutions, this only accounts for 60% of holdings. The great number of collections represented
by on-site only finding aids is of concern. In my reading, an on-site finding aid cannot be
distinguished from a “hidden collection,” rendering the material that it describes effectively
invisible to the modern researcher. Given the case of limited resources, it would be better to
devote time and money to digitizing all finding aids, than to digitize infrequently accessed
collections in their entirety.
Very few institutions reported using EAD (Encoded Archival Description). Only 15, or 7%, use
this type of digital finding aid, and it only accounts for 3% when its assigned percentage
weighting within institutions, is considered. Seventy-eight institutions employ more than one
type of finding aid.
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Appendix

The Canadian Forest History Preservation Project /
Projet canadien de conservation d!histoire de forêt
being a collaboration between the Canadian Forest Service, the Forest History
Society, and the Network in Canadian History and Environment.

Prepared by David Brownstein of

Klahanie Research Ltd.

for Ken Farr (Canadian Forest Service), Steven Anderson (FHS) and Graeme
Wynn (NiCHE).

The following repositories have indicated a willingness to cooperate with the four
provincial forest history organizations, in accepting donations of forest history related
material.
If you have any forest history material that you would like to donate to an archive,
contact one of the following four organizations. They will help to facilitate your
donation to one of the repositories indicated further below.

Forest History Association of Alberta
fhaa@albertaforesthistory.ca
www.albertaforesthistory.ca
Forest History Association of British Columbia
info@fhabc.org
www.fhabc.org
Forest History Society of Ontario
info@ontarioforesthistory.ca
www.ontarioforesthistory.ca
(416) 493-4565, 1-800-387-0790
Société d’histoire forestière du Québec
shfq@videotron.ca
www.shfq.ca
(418) 545-1705
If you have any questions about the project, contact:
David Brownstein <david.brownstein@geog.ubc.ca>

Partnering Institutions
Alberta
Athabasca University
Breton & District Historical Museum
Canmore Museum & Geoscience Centre
City of Calgary, Corporate Records, Archives
City of Edmonton Archives
Esplande Archives
Glenbow Archives
Grande Cache Tourism & Interpretive Centre
Hinton Municipal Library and Archives
Jasper Yellowhead Museum & Archives
Millet and District Museum and Archives
Musée Héritage Museum
Okotoks Museum and Archives
Peace River Museum, Archives and Mackenzie Centre
Provincial Archives of Alberta
Reynolds-Alberta Museum
Rocky Mountain House Museum
South Peace Regional Archives
University of Calgary

British Columbia
Alberni District Historical Society Archives
Alert Bay Public Library & Museum
Barkerville Historic Town
BC Archives/Royal BC Museum
BC Interior Forestry Museum
Chase & District Museum
Chilliwack Museum and Archives
City of Richmond Archives
City of Surrey Archives
City of Vancouver Archives
Comox Archives and Museum
Cortes Island Museum & Archives Society
Courtenay & District Museum
Cowichan Valley Museum & Archives
Creston Museum
Cumberland Musuem and Archives
Delta Museum and Archives
Enderby & District Museum
Greater Vernon Museum & Archives
Japanese Canadian National Museum
Kaatza Historical Society
Kamloops Museum & Archives
Kitimat Museum & Archives
Langley Centennial Museum
McLean Mill National Historic Site
Mackenzie & District Museum
Maple Ridge Museum & Community Archives
Matsqui Sumas Abbotsford Museum
Municipality of North Cowichan
Museum at Campbell River
Nanaimo Community Archives
Nanaimo Museum
North Vancouver Museum and Archives
Oliver and District Heritage Society Museum and Archives
Pitt Meadows Museum and Archives
Port Moody Station Museum
Powell River Forestry Museum Society
Quesnel & District Museum & Archives
Revelstoke Museum & Archives
Revelstoke Railway Museum
Saanich Archives
Salmon Arm Museum and Heritage Association
Sechelt Community Archives

Texada Island Heritage Society
Touchstones Nelson Museum of Art and History
U'mista Cultural Society
UBC Library Rare Books and Special Collections
University of Northern British Columbia
University of Victoria Archives
West Vancouver Archives
White Rock Museum & Archives

Manitoba
Archives of Manitoba
Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies
City of Winnipeg Archives and Records Control Branch
Manitoba Masonic Archives
The Manitoba Museum
Sam Waller Museum

New Brunswick
Beaver Harbour Community Venture Ltd.
Provincial Archives of New Brunswick
Westmorland Historical Society Inc

Newfoundland
Botwood Heritage Society
Labrador Institute
Maritime History Archive
Memorial University, Archives and Special Collections
Red Indian Lake Heritage Society

Nova Scotia
Argyle Township Court House Archives
Beaton Institute Archives
Chestico Museum
Colchester Historical Society Museum and Archives
Cole Harbour Heritage Farm Museum
Dalhousie University Archives
DesBrisay Museum
Eastern Shore Archives
Highland Village
Kings County Museum

Ontario
Archives Lanark
Archives of Ontario
Arnprior & McNab/Braeside Archives
Boyd Heritage Museum
Brock University - Special Collections and Archives
Bruce County Museum & Cultural Centre
Burlington Historical Society
Canada Science and Technology Museum Corporation
Canadian War Museum
City of Kitchener
City of Ottawa Archives
City of Toronto Archives
Community Archives of Belleville & Hastings County
County of Prince Edward Public Archives
Deseronto Archives
Eva Brook Donly Museum & Archives
Glengarry Historical Society
Grey Roots Museum & Archives
Hamilton Public Library
Huronia Museum and Huron Ouendat Village
Laurentian University
Leeds and the Thousand Islands Archives
Lennox and Addington County Museum and Archives
Markham Museum (and Archives)
Minden Hills Museum
Museum of Northern History
Niagara Historical Society & Museum
Oakville Historical Society
Peel Art Gallery, Museum & Archives
Peterborough Museum and Archives
Region of Waterloo Archives
Rideau Branch, City of Ottawa Archives
Royal Botanical Gardens
Sault Ste. Marie Museum
Simcoe County Archives
Special Collections, University of Waterloo Library
St. Catharines Museum
Stratford-Perth Archives
St. Williams Forest Interpretive Centre
Thunder Bay Historical Museum Society
Town of Ajax
Tweed Heritage Centre
University of Toronto Archives
The University of Western Ontario Archives

PEI
Public Archives and Records Office of Prince Edward Island

Québec
Arrondissement d'Outremont
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec
Centre d'archives de l'Abitibi-Témiscamingue – BanQ
Centre d'histoire La Presqu'île
Centre régional d'archives de lanaudiere
Conseil de la nation Atikamekw
Eastern Townships Resource Centre
Musée de Charlevoix
Musée de la civilisation Service des collections, archives historiques et bibliothèque
Musée de la Gaspésie
Musée Missisquoi Museum
La Société d'histoire de Sherbrooke
Société d'histoire et de généalogie de Salaberry
Société historique de la Côte-Nord
Société historique Pierre-de-Saurel
Université du Québec en Outaouais
Université du Québec à Rimouski

Saskatchewan
City of North Battleford Historic Archives
City of Saskatoon Archives
Historical Collection of the City of Regina
Prince Albert Historical Society
Saskatchewan Archives Board
University of Saskatchewan Archives

Territories
Dawson City Museum
Norman Wells Historical Centre
Teslin Tlingit Council
Yukon Archives

Preserving Canada’s Forest History
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By understanding the past, we shape a brighter future.
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The Canadian Forest History Preservation Project
The Canadian Forest History Preservation Project is a collaborative effort
between the Canadian Forest Service, the Forest History Society (FHS), and
the Network in Canadian History and Environment (NiCHE). Our shared goal
is to safeguard Canada’s forest history by identifying at-risk collections, and
facilitating their placement in official Canadian repositories. While protecting
and providing access to historic records has always been a central concern of
our groups, our current efforts respond to the real and present threat of losing
valuable records due to consolidation in the forest industry and an aging population. We invite all who are interested in forest history to join us in locating
documents and collections that need to be preserved and working with appropriate locations in which to house them.
LOGS PILED ON STREAM IN PREPARATION FOR SPRING THAW
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Identifying Records
Help us locate and save Canada’s forest history. We are looking for records of
local, provincial, and national significance at risk of being lost or destroyed.
These might be owned or relate to individuals, companies, or organizations.
They might document aboriginal land use, forestry, the forest
industry, environmentalism, recreation, hunting, tree planting,
or ecology, among many other potential topics. They can
take the form of textual documents, maps, photographs, films,
artwork, or sound and video recordings.
If you are aware of, or are in possession of documents that fit this
description, and wish to donate them to an archive, please contact us. We can
help direct your records to an appropriate museum or archival institution.

Archives and Repositories
Part of the project is to identify appropriate repositories across Canada where
forest history records can be preserved in perpetuity. These locations may be
major universities, colleges, libraries, museums, and local historical societies.
We know that resources to accept new collections may be limited. Our goal is
to both develop a comprehensive directory of Canadian repositories and to
match collections needing to be preserved with potential repositories.
The project will be disseminating an electronic survey to representatives of
select institutions. Through survey responses, we hope to better understand
where current forest history holdings are housed, the capacity of different
repositories to absorb new collections, and the types of material that they are
most interested in acquiring. We encourage everyone to participate and thank
you in advance for your contribution.

Guide to Environmental History Archival Collections
The Forest History Society maintains a database of archival collections that
currently contains descriptions of over 7,000 groups of environmental history
records located in more than 450 repositories across North America and
around the world. The collections represent individuals, organizations, and
associations involved with land use, conservation, or natural resource issues.
You can search this unique and rich database free online at
www.foresthistory.org/Research/archguid.html. If you know of a suitable
collection, archive, or museum not referenced in the database, or if you would
like to update your listing, please let us know.
LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES CANADA, ACC. NO. 1937-288-1

Contact Us
Your feedback is important to us. If you have any leads for records, repositories, or
general project comments, please contact one of the following representatives:
David Brownstein, Project Director: david.brownstein@geog.ubc.ca, (604) 722-5366
Cheryl Oakes, FHS Librarian: coakes@duke.edu, (919) 682-9319
Eben Lehman, FHS Archivist: eben.lehman@duke.edu, (919) 682-9319
Graeme Wynn, Dir. of NiCHE Forests Subcluster: wynn@geog.ubc.ca, (604) 822-6226

Provincial Forest History Organizations
There are four provincial forest history
groups established in Canada. They are all
interested in the preservation of forest
history materials. You can find out about
these organizations at the following locations.
If you are interested in establishing a forest
history group in another province please let
us know.

International Forest
History Organization
Forest History Society, Inc.

701 William Vickers Avenue
Durham, NC 27701
919-682-9319
www.ForestHistory.org
facebook.com/foresthistory
twitter.com/foresthistory

Forest History Assn. of Alberta

22 Hutchinson Place
St. Alberta, AB T8N 6R3
fhaa@albertaforesthistory.ca
www.albertaforesthistory.ca
Forest History Assn. of British Columbia

564 Oliver Street
Victoria BC Canada V8S 4W3
fhabcinfo@gmail.com
www.fhabc.org
Forest History Society of Ontario

144 Front Street West, Suite 700
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2L7
416-493-4565; 1-800-387-0790
info@ontarioforesthistory.ca
www.ontarioforesthistory.ca
Société d’histoire forestière du Québec

Natural Resources
Canada
Ressources naturelles
Canada

627, 14 e Rue
Québec (Québec) G1J 2K8
418-454-1705
shfq@videotron.ca
www.shfq.ca
HTTP://NICHE-CANADA.ORG

Préservons l’histoire forestière du Canada
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Comprendre le passé pour façonner un meilleur avenir.
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Le Projet canadien de préservation de l’histoire forestière
Le Projet canadien de préservation de l’histoire forestière est un effort concerté entre le
Service canadien des forêts, la Forest History Society (Société d’histoire forestière) (FHS) et la
Nouvelle initiative canadienne en histoire de l’environnement (NiCHE). Nous partageons
l’objectif de sauvegarder l’histoire de la forêt du Canada. Son but est d’identifier les collections qui risquent de se perdre et de faciliter leur dépôt dans des centres d’archives canadiens
reconnus. Alors que notre regroupement a toujours été préoccupé par la protection des
archives historiques et leur accessibilité, actuellement nos efforts sont mis en place pour
parer aux risques réels et pressants de perdre des archives importantes dans le contexte où
l’on assiste à plusieurs regroupements au sein de l’industrie forestière et au vieillissement de
la population. Nous invitons toute personne ou institution intéressée par l’histoire de la forêt
à nous aider à localiser tout document ou collections méritant d’être préservés ainsi que des
centres d’archives qualifiés où ils pourraient être conservés.

LA RÉCOLTE DE L’EAU D’ÉRABLE / GRACIEUSETÉ DE LA SHFQ

Identifier des archives
Aidez nous à localiser et à sauvegarder l’histoire de la forêt du Canada. Nous sommes à la
recherche de documents ou collections de portée régionale, provinciale ou nationale
qui risquent d’être perdus ou détruits. Ces collections peuvent être la propriété de
personnes, compagnies ou organismes, ou encore avoir un lien avec
celles-ci. Elles peuvent traiter, entre autres, de l’utilisation de terres
ancestrales autochtones, de sylviculture, d’industries forestières,
d’environnement, de loisirs, de chasse, de plantation d’arbres,
d’écologie, et d’une foule d’autres aspects. Ces documents peuvent
être des textes, des cartes, des photographies, des films, des œuvres
d’art, des bandes sonores ou des vidéos. Si vous connaissez l’existence de tels
documents, ou si vous-même en possédez et que vous aimeriez les voir archiver,
n’hésitez pas à nous contacter. Nous pourrons vous aider à diriger vos documents vers un
musée ou un centre d’archives qualifié.

Archives et centres d’archives
Une partie du projet consiste à identifier les centres d’archives qualifiés, dans l’ensemble
du Canada, où des collections sur l’histoire de la forêt pourraient être conservées en
permanence. Ces centres d’archives peuvent se trouver au sein d’universités, de collèges,
de bibliothèques, de musées ou de sociétés historiques régionales.Nous savons que les
ressources permettant l’acquisition de nouvelles collections sont souvent insuffisantes.
Notre but est à la fois de développer un répertoire complet des centres d’archives
canadiens et de faire en sorte que des collections qui méritent d’être préservées puissent
être offertes à des centres d’archives compétents.
Nous procéderons par l’envoi d’un sondage électronique auprès de représentants
d’institutions sélectionnées. Selon les réponses reçues, nous espérons mieux connaître les
endroits qui possèdent déjà des fonds d’archives sur l’histoire de la forêt, la capacité et l’intérêt de différents centres d’archives à acquérir de nouvelles collections ainsi que le type de
documents ou collections qui les intéresseraient particulièrement. Nous encourageons la
participation de tous à ce projet et nous vous remercions à l’avance de votre contribution.

Guide des collections d’archives sur l’histoire de l’environnement
La Forest History Society (Société d’histoire forestière) voit au développement et à l’entretien d’une base de données sur les collections d’archives qui compte déjà plus de 7,000
regroupements de documents portant sur l’histoire de l’environnement, répartis dans
plus de 450 centres d’archives à travers l’Amérique du Nord et ailleurs dans le monde.
Ces collections témoignent de personnes, d’institutions et d’associations impliquées dans
des questions telles que l’utilisation et la protection des terres et des ressources naturelles.
Cette base de données riche et unique peut être consultée en ligne, sans frais, au:
www.foresthistory.org/Research/archguid.html.
Si vous connaissez une collection pertinente, un centre d’archives ou un musée qui n’est
pas inclus dans cette base de données ou encore si vous souhaitez mettre à jour des
données qui vous concernent, n’hésitez pas à nous le faire savoir.
AUTOCHTONES COUPANT DU BOIS EN FORÊT / BIBLIOTHÈQUE ET ARCHIVES CANADA / ACC. NO. 1937-288-1

Pour nous joindre
Votre opinion nous importe. Si vous avez vous-même des documents, si vous savez où
des documents ou des collections se trouvent, si vous connaissez des centres d’archives
susceptibles de pouvoir acquérir des archives ou encore pour nous faire part de tout autre
suggestion ou commentaire relatif à ce projet, nous vous prions de joindre l’une ou l’autre
des personnes suivantes:
David Brownstein, Dir. du projet, david.brownstein@geog.ubc.ca, (604) 722-5366
Graeme Wynn, Dir. du sous-groupe «Forêts» de NiCHE, wynn@geog.ubc.ca, (604) 822-6226
Cheryl Oakes, Bibliothécaire FHS, coakes@duke.edu, (919) 682-9319
Eben Lehman, Archiviste FHS, eben.lehman@duke.edu, (919) 682-9319

Des organismes provinciaux voués
à l’histoire de la forêt

Il y a présentement quatre associations provinciales
d’histoire de la forêt établies au Canada. Chacune
d’elles se préoccupe de la préservation du matériel
rappelant l’histoire de la forêt. Vous pouvez en savoir
davantage sur chacune d’entre elles en consultant la
liste qui suit. Si vous souhaitez par ailleurs établir une
telle association dans une autre province ou territoire,
s’il vous plaît, dites-le nous.
Société d’histoire forestière du Québec

627, 14e rue
Québec, QC
G1J 2K8
shfq@videotron.ca
www.shfq.ca

Organisme international voué
à l’histoire de la forêt
Forest History Society, Inc.
(Société d’histoire forestière
Incorporée)

701, avenue William Vickers
Durham, NC 27701
É.-U.
(919) 682-9319
www.foresthistory.org
facebook.com/foresthistory
twitter.com/foresthistory

Forest History Association of Alberta
(Association pour l’histoire forestière de l’Alberta)

22, Place Hutchinson
St. Alberta, AB
T8N 6R3
fhaa@albertaforesthistory.ca
www.albertaforesthistory.ca
Forest History Association of British Columbia
(Association pour l’histoire forestière de la
Colombie-Britannique)

564, rue Oliver
Victoria, CB
V8S 4W3
info@fhabc.org
www.fhabc.org

Natural Resources
Canada
Ressources naturelles
Canada

Forest History Society of Ontario
(Société d’histoire forestière de l’Ontario)

144, rue Front Ouest, bureau 700
Toronto, ON
M5J 2L7
info@ontarioforesthistory.ca
www.ontarioforesthistory.ca

HTTP://NICHE-CANADA.ORG

